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A Simple Equation for Predicting Superconformal
Electrodeposition in Submicrometer Trenches
D. Josell,z D. Wheeler, W. H. Huber, J. E. Bonevich, and T. P. Moffat*

National Institute of Standards and Technology, Metallurgy Division, Gaithersburg, Maryland 20899, USA

We present a single variable first-order differential equation for predicting the occurrence of superconformal electrodeposition. The
equation presumes that the dependence of deposition rate on surface coverage of the accelerator is known~e.g., derived from
voltammetry experiments! on planar electrodes. A simplified growth geometry, based on the recently proposed mechanism of
curvature enhanced accelerator coverage, is used to permit simplification of the trench-filling problem. The resulting solution is
shown to reduce computational time from hours to seconds, while yielding reasonably accurate predictions of the parameter values
required for trench filling.
© 2001 The Electrochemical Society.@DOI: 10.1149/1.1414287# All rights reserved.
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State of the art manufacturing of semiconductor devices invo
electrodeposition of copper for device wiring. Successful implem
tation in Damascene processing has resulted in enhanced pe
mance and significant cost reduction.1 Interestingly, implementation
of copper electroplating has proceeded in the absence of a ro
physical description of the feature filling process. In addition, ope
tional parameters remain a highly sensitive proprietary issue. T
combination of factors has hindered process optimization and
ited scientific assessment of future prospects for this technol
Early modeling studies focused on leveling theory where
location-dependent growth rate derived from diffusion limited ac
mulation of an inhibiting species.2 However, this formulation was
unable to predict several key experimental observations.3-6 Recently
a model electrolyte for the study of superconformal electrodep
tion was identified6 along with a curvature enhanced accelera
coverage model that provides a quantitative description of super
formal deposition.7,8 The fundamental premise of the model is th
the dilute accelerating thiol or disulfide derived from a 3-mercap
1-propanosulfonate additive~MPSA! adsorbs strongly on the sur
face, thereby displacing the inhibiting polymeric species deriv
from polyethylene glycol and chloride~PEG-Cl! additives. In the
model all adsorbed species remain on or float at the surface du
deposition. In the case of nonplanar substrates, compression o
sorbed accelerator with reduction of surface area during gro
such as occurs at points of positive curvature~e.g., the bottoms of
small trenches!, results in increased local velocity. A front trackin
code was used to demonstrate that such a mechanism, usin
experimentally derived relationship for the dependence of dep
tion rate on adsorbed accelerator, could generate superconfo
electrodeposition. The model and associated front-tracking code
sumed the cupric ion and additive concentrations to be indepen
of position in the electrolyte near the surface.7 Model predictions
were shown to agree with experimental results for filling of trenc
between 350 and 100 nm wide and 500 nm deep over a wide r
of processing conditions. A second model that includes an exp
solution of the diffusion equations that govern copper and accel
tor arrival through the electrolyte to the surface has also b
published;8 a code using the level-set method rather than fro
tracking was used for the simulations.

An alternative model based on accumulation of accelerator a
bottom of features was recently published.9 The simulation param-
eters were tuned in order to obtain agreement with fill studies
one particular electrolyte composition,e.g., an equilibrium surface
coverage of the accelerator of 0.05 was used. This value is
below the near-unity equilibrium coverage used in this work a
Ref. 6, 7, and 8.

Based on the concept of ‘‘curvature enhanced accelerator co
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age’’ from Ref. 7 and 8, a simple geometrical model is presented
captures the fundamentals of the near-optimized filling mechan
while reducing the problem to a first-order differential equation t
can be solved in less than a second. In contrast, the front-trac
code that neglects diffusion7 required approximately 30 min to
simulate the filling of one trench, and the level-set code that inclu
diffusion required several hours on the same computer~with a 1
GHz clocked processor! for each simulation. This new model i
referred to as the ‘‘simple’’ model. Its simplicity permits a study
the potential and concentration dependence of trench filling ov
range of aspect ratios to be performed in less time than is require
generate a single solution for one concentration and aspect
using either the front-tracking or level-set codes.

For model validation, predictions of the simple model are co
pared with results from the level-set code, which, to reiterate, so
for the space and time dependent cupric ion and accelerator con
trations in the electrolyte and uses the actual interface shape.
predictions of the simple model are also compared to experime
results. Predictions of the simple model are seen to be in g
agreement with the level-set code predictions as well as experim
tal results for the range of parameter space over which superfi
occurs. There is only a modest loss of predictive ability at
boundary between conditions which yield superfill~fill ! vs. those
that lead to void formation~fail!.

The Simple Model

Determination of equations of evolution.—The approximations
in the simple model, the validity of which are discussed later, are
follows. The time-dependent interface shape is approximated fo
times by vertical and horizontal line segments for the moving si
and bottom, respectively~Fig. 1!. Filling of a trench of widthw and
heighth is monitored by tracking the location at which the botto
and side surfaces meet as a function of time,i.e., z(t)
5 @x(t),y(t)#, shown schematically in Fig. 1. The simple mod
and numerical level set code use the same experimentally der
relationship for velocityn and the surface coverageu of accelerator
~v 5 i (u)V/2F with i (u) the current density,V, the atomic volume
of copper, andF, Faraday’s constant!. The local growth ratev has
been shown to increase monotonically with the surface coverag
acceleratoru and overpotentialh6-8 and scales linearly with the cu
pric ion concentrationC at the interface, having the form

v~u,h,C! 5
C

CCu
vo~u! expS 2

a~u!F

RT
h D @1#

The accumulation of accelerator from the electrolyte to the surf
is approximated to have no explicit spatial variation within the fe
ture. It is expressed in terms of the concentration of the additive
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the bulk electrolyteCMPSA, the diffusion coefficientDMPSA, the
number of available sitesG(1 2 u) and a potential dependent ra
constantk(h) by Ref. 8

du t

dt
5

CMPSAk~1 2 u t!

1 1 dGk~1 2 u t!/DMPSA
@2#

wherek 5 1.8 3 105 2 2.7 3 107 h3 @cm3/mol s#, DMPSA 5 1
3 1025 cm2/s, the thickness of the boundary layer isd
5 150 mm, the areal density of absorption sites isG 5 9.7
3 10210 mol/cm2, and the accumulation is zero at zero tim
u t(0) 5 0. Equation 2 captures the gradient of concentration ac
the boundary layer as well as the equality of the flux diffusing acr
the boundary layer and attaching to the interface. With the rat
accumulation defined by Eq. 2, the accelerator adsorbed on th
terface saturates at unity coverage~one monolayer!. As is done in
the level-set calculations,8 a value of u 5 1 is used when area
shrinkage makesu rise above unity~excess is thus implicitly de-
stroyed or incorporated into the deposited copper!.

For potentiostatic deposition~fixed h!, the horizontal displace-
ments of the sidewalls,x, is expressed in terms of their accelerat
coverageus and the local cupric ion concentrationCs

x~ t ! 5 E
0

t

v@us~ t !,Cs~ t !#dt [ E
0

t

vs~ t !dt @3#

and, likewise, the vertical displacement of the bottom surface ca
expressed in terms of its accelerator coverageub and the local cupric
ion concentrationCb

y~ t ! 5 E
0

t

v@ub~ t !,Cb~ t !#dt [ E
0

t

vb~ t !dt @4#

Figure 1. A schematic of the approximate geometry used for the sim
model. Included are definitions of the dimensions, growth rates, conce
tions within the electrolyte, and surface coverageu of accelerator on differ-
ent surfaces~equal to 12 u coverages of inhibitor!. Due to assumptions
within the model, the growth of the sidewalls equals that on the top surf
Also indicated is the boundary layer over which diffusion of cupric ion a
accelerator occurs.
s
s
f
n-

e

Next it is postulated that the evolution of accelerator coverage
the sidewalls of the trench,us(t), is identical to that occurring on the
free surface~as given in Eq. 2!, i.e., no significant depletion occurs
down the trench

dus

dt
5

CMPSAk~1 2 us!

1 1 dGk~1 2 us!/DMPSA
@5#

Equation 5 can be evaluated numerically to obtainus(t) given that
us(0) 5 0. Note thatus(t) 5 u t(t). The coverage on the bottom
surface,ub(t), is postulated to follow

dub

dt
5

CMPSAk~1 2 ub!

1 1 dGk~1 2 ub!/DMPSA
1

2usvb

w 2 2x
1

2ubvs

w 2 2x
@6#

where, again,ub(0) 5 0. As with Eq. 5 for the sidewalls, the firs
term in Eq. 6 represents the accumulation from the electrolyte.
last two terms represent accrual of the accelerator that was on
sidewall region eliminated by the upward motion of the bottom a
the concentrating effect of the shrinking bottom, respectively;w
2 2x is the time-dependent width of the bottom~Fig. 1!. Equation
6 is a nonlinear first-order differential equation inub . It can be used,
with the experimentally derived parameters and Eq. 1 to solve
ub(t).

From Eq. 3, the timet* at which the sidewalls would reach th
midline of the trench widthw, is defined by

x~ t* ! [
w

2
@7#

The criterion for trench filling is that the bottom surface escap
from the trench mouth before the sides close in, leaving a seam~or
void!. This can be written as

y~ t* ! > h @8#

with t* determined from Eq. 7 andy(t) from Eq. 4. The equality
holds at the transition between conditions that lead to fillvs. those
that lead to formation of a seam~or void!. The conditions for fill are
now expressed in terms of the functionsn(u,C,h) and the geo-
metrical consequences of growth in the trench as per Eq. 6.
evolution of the quantitiesub(t), us(t), vb(t), andvs(t) @thusy(t)
andx(t)# can be numerically evaluated using Eq. 1-6 once the
pric ion concentrationsCs(t) andCb(t) are known~see Eq. 3 and 4!.
This model can be easily extended to via geometry by conside
the additional compression term associated with sidewall motio

Accounting for the effects of cupric ion depletion.—The deposi-
tion ratev(u 5 1)/v(u 5 0) goes from 30 to 300 forh from 20.1
to 20.3 V ~absent cupric ion limitations!. Thus, if the accelerator
coverage on the bottom surface saturates while the sidewalls
have low coverage, then the criterion in Eq. 8 will predict that t
bottom can escape even if the unfilled region has an aspect
much greater than 10. In such a case, diffusional limitations w
certainly lead to the breakdown of several of the assumptions m
to derive the above fill criterion. The impact of cupric ion Cu21

depletion will therefore be determined.
Mass balance of the copper ion flux at the top of the gap~see Fig.

1! with the consumption of copper associated with motion of
sidewalls and bottom gives

wgapVCuDCu¹Cu top 5 2hgapvs 1 wgapvb @9#

with cupric ion diffusion coefficientDCu 5 5 3 1026 cm2/s and
VCu 5 7.1 cm3/mol. In keeping with the approximate nature of th
solution,¹C is approximated as constant down the trench, with
cupric ion consumption by the sidewalls approximated as occur
at the bottom of the trench. By the point that depletion becom

a-

.
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substantial and this approximation is no longer valid, the assump
of uniform sidewall velocity is already invalid~see Eq. 1!. For the
conditions of interest in this study, this occurs only when the si
walls have approached close enough that failure to fill is immine
The time-dependent concentrations of cupric ion at the bottom (Cb)
and top (Ct) of the trench are related by

Cb~ t ! [ bCt~ t ! @10#

Thus defined, b(t) < 1 during deposition, and¹C 5 Ct(1
2 b)/hgap. Equation 9 thus becomes

wgapVCuDCu

Ct~1 2 b!

hgap
5 2hgapvs 1 wgapvb @11#

For an isolated trench, the exact solution requires considera
of the hemicylindrical diffusional field in the electrolyte. The exa
solution for the case of a periodic array of trenches, while approa
ing one-dimensional diffusion far from the surface~compared to
feature spacing!, will be affected by the additional consumption a
sociated with growth of the sidewalls.8 This effect is largest for the
filling of high aspect ratio features that are closely spaced w
deposition under conditions of mixed control@when Gdk(1
2 u)/DMPSA ' 1, as per Eq. 2#. For conditions studied here, th
diffusion field is treated as that above a planar surface.8 In this case,
the concentration of cupric ion at the top of the trenchCt can be
written as a function of the bulk concentrationCCu in the electrolyte.
This is done by invoking mass balance of the cupric ion flux acr
the boundary layer and the copper incorporation into the top surf
moving at velocityv t(t), to obtain8

VCuDCu

CCu 2 Ct

d
5 v t @12#

The cupric ion concentration for the sidewalls (Cs) is approximated
as equal to that at the top of the trench (Ct), which will yield an
upper bound of sidewall velocity. Because the accumulation of
celerator on the sidewalls is modeled as independent of posi
thus also equivalent to that on the top surface, the growth rate on
sidewalls (vs) equals that on the top surface (v t). This approxima-
tion models void formation through more rapid sidewall growth n
the top of the trench where there is less cupric ion depletion.
placingCt andv t by Cs andvs, respectively, Eq. 12 can be rewritte
as

Cs~ t ! 5 CCu 2
dvs

VCuDCu
@13#

and Eq. 11 and 12 can be solved forb to obtain

b 5 1 2
hgap

wgap
~2hgapvs 1 wgapvb!/~CCuVCuDCu 2 dvs!

@14#

The dimensions of the unfilled gap region can be replaced u
hgap 5 h 1 x 2 y andwgap 5 w 2 2x ~see Fig. 1! to obtain

b~ t ! 5 1 2
~h 1 x 2 y!

~w 2 2x!

@2~h 1 x 2 y!vs 1 ~w 2 2x!vb#

~CCuVCuDCu 2 dvs!
@15#

Finally, using Eq. 13 and 15

Cb~ t ! 5 S 1 2
~h 1 x 2 y!

~w 2 2x!

@2~h 1 x 2 y!vs 1 ~w 2 2x!vb#

~CCuVCuDCu 2 dvs!
D

3S CCu 2
dvs

VCuDCu
D @16#
n

-
.

n

-

s
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-
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e
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The time-dependent decrease ofCs below the bulk valueCCu ~Eq.
13! comes from the drop across the boundary layer required to
ply the increasing cupric ion consumption associated with the
creasing surface coverage of accelerator. The concentration a
bottom of the trench~Eq. 16! reflects this effect as well as additiona
depletion down the trench itself due to cupric consumption by b
the sidewalls and the bottom.

The expressions for the cupric concentrationsCs(vs) and Cb

(vb , vs) in Eq. 13 and 16, respectively, with the empirical formul
vs(Cs) andvb(Cb) defined in Eq. 1, 3, and 4, provide four nonline
equations that are solved for the unknownCb , Cs, vb , andvs. With
Eq. 5 and 6 defining the impact of the growth ratesvs andvb on the
evolution of the surface coveragesus andub , the equations describ
ing trench filling in the simple model are now fully determined.

Predictions of the Model

Comparison to the level-set code predictions.—Figure 2 shows
model predictions, specifically whether fill or fail is to be expecte
for the experimentally derived velocity function8

v~u,h,C! 5
VCu

2F

C

CCu
~0.0691 0.64u!

3 expS 2
~0.4471 0.299u!F

RT
h D @17#

with Co 5 2.5 3 1024 mol/cm3, F 5 96,485 C/mol, R
5 8.314 J/mol K, andT 5 293 K, and other parameters as give
earlier. The trench depthh used for the fill criterion in Eq. 8 is 0.5
mm; this value is used for all modeling. The curves delineate
border between fillvs. fail conditions for a series of deposition volt
ages. Perhaps the most important feature of Fig. 2 is the existen
an optimal range of accelerator concentrationsCMPSA. This can be
understood via the model. Too low a value leads to inadequate
erageub and inadequate upward acceleration of the bottom surfa
even with geometrical compression. Too high a value leads to n
unity coverageus ~as well asub! and thus equal, albeit high, veloc
ties for all surfaces~conformal growth!. The generally improved
filling with overpotentialh going from 20.14 to20.26 V is asso-
ciated with the increase of the ratiov(u 5 1)/v(u 5 0) with h that
was noted earlier. The maximization and subsequent decrease~not

Figure 2. Fill/fail boundaries predicted by the simple model as a function
the concentration of accelerator in the electrolyte are shown for represe
tive overpotentials. Curves are enumerated according to overpotenti
20.02 V increments,i.e., ~1! 20.14, ~2! 20.16, ~3! 20.18, ~4! 20.20, ~5!
20.22, ~6! 20.24, ~7! 20.26, and~8! 20.28 V. Fill occurs at lower aspec
ratios~left of appropriate fill/fail boundary!, and fail occurs at higher aspec
ratios ~right of appropriate boundary!.
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shown! of predicted fill conditions with potential are caused by i
adequateCb for the higher deposition rates and decreasing fill tim
associated with these higher overpotentials; cross-over of the bo
aries at low accelerator concentration (CMPSA , 5 mmol/L), not
resolvable in Fig. 2, is also caused by this. Clearly, the ability of
electrolyte to fill trenches of a given aspect ratio depends stron
on the bulk concentration of the additive in the electrolyte (CMPSA)
and the overpotential. It is worth noting that, under optimal con
tions, superfilling is predicted to occur in features with aspect ra
exceeding 6. Use of higher cupric ion concentrations will push
value higher, though the exact value is uncertain as kinetics have
been fully determined for such electrolyte concentrations.

Figure 3 compares predictions of the simple model with res
obtained using the level-set code. Figure 3a shows the pred
boundary between fill/fail conditions for overpotentialh
5 20.2 V; the predictions of the level-set code are shown by o
~solid! circles for void formation~superfill!. Agreement of the bor-
der predicted by the simple model of this paper and the bo
between fill/fail of the level-set code data points forCMPSA up to'5
mmol/L is good. The number of the level-set data points is limit
by the computational demands of the code, noted earlier. Agreem
in trend though not absolute value is noted between the sim
model and level-set code predictions at higherCMPSA, with the

Figure 3. ~a, top! Fill/fail boundaries predicted by the simple model a
compared to level-set code predictions at overpotentials of20.2 V as a
function of the concentration of accelerator in the electrolyte. Filled circ
indicate aspect ratios that filled according to the level-set code, while o
circles indicate those that developed voids.~b, bottom! Fill/fail boundaries
predicted by the simple model are compared to level-set predictions fo
accelerator concentration of 5mmol/L as a function of the overpotentialh
during deposition.
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simple model underestimating the maximum filling aspect ratio
'1 for CMPSA greater than'20 mmol/L. Figure 3b shows the im-
pact of overpotential on the predicted boundary between fill/
conditions forCMPSA 5 5 mmol/L. Again, the predictions of the
level-set code are shown by open~solid! circles for void formation
~superfill!. The simple model captures the maximum filling aspe
ratio of approximately 5, the predicted voltage dependence shi
by '50 mV from the level-set solution.

Growth contours as predicted by the simple model and the le
set code are compared in Fig. 4a~left and right, respectively!.a

Growth in the simple model is shown until the trench is filled. Mo
eling beyond when the bottom surface extends above the top su
~at heighth 1 x!, forming the bump visible over the filled trenc
from the level-set code simulation, requires extension of the sim
model. It is evident that the use of vertical sidewalls and horizon
bottom successfully captures the essence of the growth profile u
the point of surface inversion. Figure 4b shows the correspond
histories ofy andx, the copper deposition thickness from the tren
bottom and sides, in the simple model. Feature filling is indicated
the fact thaty reaches the trench height~0.5 mm! beforex reaches
the trench half-width. Figure 4c shows the corresponding histo
of ub andus, the accelerator coverages on the bottom interface
side interfaces. Figure 4d shows the corresponding histories oCb

andCs, the cupric ion concentrations at the bottom and sides of
unfilled region. It is evident from Fig. 4b that nearly 80% of they
displacement of the bottom surface occurs in the last 3 s, after
accelerator coverage on the bottom surface has saturated~Fig. 4c!
giving maximum growth rate. The general decrease in cupric
concentrations~Fig. 4d! is caused by the increasing deposition ra
on all surfaces~top, sidewalls, and bottom! associated with the ac
cumulation of the accelerator~Fig. 4c!. The rapid decrease ofCb at
;25 s in particular~Fig. 4d! is caused by the increasing gradient
concentration required to supply the accelerating deposition rat
the bottom surface. The sudden change of slope at;26 s~Fig. 4d! is
caused by attainment ofub 5 1 ~Fig. 4c! which halts further in-
crease of the velocity of the bottom surface. With the velocity of
bottom surface, and thus cupric consumption, now nearly m
mized, the gap height over which the gradient exists rapidly
creases and the cupric concentrationCb approachesCt (5 Cs).
This increase ofCb does lead to an increase in the velocity of t
bottom surface~Eq. 1! and thus the slope ofy(t) for t . 26 s in
Fig. 4b. However, this;30 % increase in velocity due to the reve
sal of the cupric depletion is insignificant in comparison to t
12,000% increase associated with saturation of the accelerator
erage in the first 25 s of deposition.

Analysis.—The relatively conservative predictions of the simp
model as compared to the level-set calculations in Fig. 3a is lik
due to the determination of sidewall velocity from cupric concent
tion at the top of the trench. As noted earlier, this simulates pinch
at the top of the trench. Sidewall velocity obtained using the hig
cupric concentration represents an upper bound and leads to
rapid closure~failure!. This, in combination with the associate
overestimate of cupric depletion down the trench, which leads
slower upward motion of the lower surface, is generally conser
tive. Though not done here, less conservative predictions can
obtained by usingCb equal toCs ~andCt! as given by Eq. 13. This
ignores cupric depletion down the trench, imposing only the conc
tration drop across the boundary layer.

It is unclear what role the instantaneous redistribution of acc
erator on the bottom surface, implicit in Eq. 6, plays in the diffe
ence between the predictions of the level-set code and simple m
In the level-set simulations the accelerator coverage enriches ea
in the corners than in the middle of the bottom surface, which le

a The early level set code implemented for Ref. 8 did not accurately predict de
sition at the upper corners. This inaccuracy did not impact the predictions for whe
particular features filled, or failed to fill, in that work. It has been corrected here.
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Figure 4. ~a, top left! Filling contours predicted by the simple model~left! are compared to those obtained from the level-set code~right! for CMPSA

5 5 mmol/L andh 5 20.282 V. The trenches are 0.5mm deep with aspect ratio of 3~height/width!. Data associated with the simple model simulation:~b,
top right! The corresponding histories ofy andx, the copper deposition thickness from the trench bottom~bold line! and sides, respectively. The dashed lin
indicates the trench half-width.~c, bottom left! The corresponding histories ofub andus , the accelerator coverages on the bottom interface~bold line! and side
interfaces, respectively.~d, bottom right! The corresponding histories ofCb ~bold line! and Cs , the cupric ion concentrations at the bottom and sidewa
respectively, of the unfilled region.
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to more rapid motion in the corners and curvature of the low
surface~Fig. 4a, right!.

To study the impact of decreasing cupric ion and MPSA flux
during the initial stages of deposition, a transient boundary la
thicknessd 5 ApDCut was used for timest until d reached the
steady-state value of 150mm. Deposition rates of both Cu an
MPSA-derivative increased significantly at early times~as per Eq. 1
and 12!. However, this increased deposition occurred on both
bottom and side surfaces of the filling trench, causing shifts of
fill/fail boundary of less than 0.2 aspect ratio~not shown!.

The impact of the simplifying assumptions made to derive
simple model has already been assessed through comparison
simple model predictions with those of the level set calculatio
~Fig. 3!. It is, nonetheless, worthwhile to examine the validity of t
individual assumptions separately. First, as is assumed in the si
model, the level set calculations show that the bottom growth
r

r

e
e

the

le
r-

face is flat during the period of conformal growth~Fig. 4a, right!.
Once coverage of the accelerator saturates, though not flat, it m
tains a near-constant shape. The sidewalls are flat at all time
assumed in the simple model. The level set calculations show
there is less than a 10% drop of the accelerator and cupric
concentrations going from the top of the trench to the bottom of
trench for most calculations;10 the position-independent accumula
tion of the accelerator from solution assumed in the simple mode
therefore reasonable. Finally, the lower surface rapidly moves
ward between the barely moving side walls in the level set calc
tions~Fig. 4a, right!, sweeping up the adsorbed accelerator and co
pressing its own, consistent with the use of accumulation, trans
and compressive terms for the coverage on the bottom surface
sus simple accumulation for the sidewalls~Eq. 6 and 5, respec
tively!.
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Comparison to experimental data.—Model predictions were also
compared to experimental results. The experimental technique
been detailed previous.6-8 Micrographs obtained by scanning ele
tron microscope of typical experimental results are shown in Fig
for conditions where some, none or all of the features filled. T
transmission electron micrograph in Fig. 6 demonstrates that i
vidual grains extend across filled features. Each specimen prov
data points for multiple aspect ratios at a given overpotential
electrolyte chemistry. The height used for calculating the trench
pect ratio includes the 100 nm thick copper seed deposited by e
tron beam evaporation on the top surface of the trench prio
electrodeposition; 10 and 6 nm seeds on the trench bottom and s
respectively, are ignored. Experimental data points, indicated
squares, are compared with predictions of the simple model in F
Filled ~open! squares indicate that at least five of six examined f
tures of that size were filled~voided!. Crosses indicate a mixture o
two to four filled/voided features, likely indicating discrete por
associated with roughness of the colliding sidewalls. Figure 7a c
pares experimental results for electrolytes with lowerCMPSA depos-

Figure 5. Images of trenches that have been filled and cross sectioned~ob-
tained by scanning electron microscope!. Lines are approximately 0.5mm
deep with linewidths varying between'350 and'100 nm. From top to
bottom: ~a! h 5 20.094 V additive free;~b! h 5 20.301 V andCMPSA

5 0.5 mmol/L; ~c! h 5 20.282 V and CMPSA 5 5 mmol/L; ~d! h
5 20.150 V andCMPSA 5 40 mmol/L.
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Figure 6. Image of trenches that have been filled and cross sectioned~ob-
tained by transmission electron microscopy!. Note that the filled trenches
exhibit grains, with twins, extending across their full widths. Overpoten
h 5 20.284 V andCMPSA 5 5 mmol/L. The copper seed layer on to
surface was only 80 nm, corresponding to sidewall seed thickness of'5 nm.

Figure 7. ~a, top! Fill/fail boundaries predicted by the simple model for~1!
20.3 V and~2! 20.28 V are compared to experimental fill results at ove
potentials of approximately20.290 V as a function of the concentration o
accelerator in the electrolyte. Filled squares indicate trenches that filled
perimentally, while open squares indicate trenches that developed voids
crosses indicate mixed results.~b, bottom! Similar results for overpotentials
of approximately20.150 V. Curve~1! 20.14 V and~2! 20.16 V.
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ited at overpotentials of between20.284 and20.306 V with fill/fail
boundaries predicted by the simple model for representative ove
tentials. Figure 7b compares experimental results for electrol
with higherCMPSA deposited at overpotentials of20.149 to20.158
V along with fill/fail boundaries predicted by the simple model f
representative voltages. Figure 8 compares experimental re
where the deposition voltage was varied between approxima
20.18 and 20.31 V for fixed additive concentrationCMPSA

5 5 mmol/L with the fill/fail boundary predicted by the simpl
model. Symbols are as in Fig. 7. The predictive ability, and th
usefulness, of the simple model is evident in both Fig. 7 and 8.

Figure 8. Fill/fail boundary predicted by the simple model is compared
experimental fill results for an accelerator concentration of 5mmol/L as a
function of the overpotentialh during deposition. Filled squares indica
trenches that filled experimentally, while open squares indicate trenches
developed voids, and crosses indicate mixed results.
o-
s

lts
ly

Conclusions

The simple model presented here has been shown to captur
behavior of trench filling by superconformal copper electrodepo
ton, predicting conditions for which fill can be expected. The sim
model has been shown to give predictions that are consistent w
complete numerical solution, as implemented in the level-set co
upon which this simple model is based. The simple model yields
characteristic dependencies observed in the numerical solutio
spite of its geometric, diffusion, and accumulation simplification
The computational simplicity of this model results in a code th
can, in principle, evaluate over one thousand filling problems in
time that codes based on existing models of accumulation
growth evaluate one problem. This speed permits the thoro
analysis of the superfill problem presented here.

The National Institute of Standards and Technology assisted in mee
the publication costs of this article.
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